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ABSTRACT

There has been considerable interest in recent years on

the problem of enhancing degraded speech. This interest is

motivated by several factors including a broad set of impor—

tant applications and the apparent lack of robustness in

recent speech compression and recognition systems. One

objective of this paper is to provide an overview of various

techniques that have been proposed for enhancement of

speech. Another objective is to suggest some directions for

future research in the speech enhancement problem.

I. Introduction

. The objective of speech enhancement may be to

Improve the overall quality. to increase the intelligibility. to

reduce the listener fatigue. etc.. and there exists a wide

Variety of contexts in which speech enhancement is desirable.

For example. environments such as offices. streets. and motor

Yehicles in which the interfering background noise has been

introduced are common. and the interfering noise generally

degrades the intelligibility and quality of speech. Other

examples in which the need for speech enhancement arises

"‘CIUde correcting for reverberation. correcting for the dis-

tortion of the speech of underwater divers breathing a

helium-oxygen mixture. correcting for the distortion of

speech due to pathological difficulties of the speaker. and

lmPTOVement of normal undegraded speech for people with

“Wired hearing.

Engineers and researchers in various disciplines have

ShOWn considerable recent interest in speech enhancement.

Among these are engineers working on speech communication

problems such as developing robust vocoders and audiolo-

{4'5“ helping people with impaired hearing. This recent

mlerest is due in part to rapid advances in hardware technol-

°8X that allow sophisticated signal processing algorithms to

b? ‘mPlemented in real time. This interest is likely to con—

tinue as speech enhancement systems find more practical

applicatior‘s. One main objective of this paper is to provide a

revnew and survey of past and current research on speech

enhancement.

. The approach to speech enhancement taken varies con-

sTerably depending on the context in which the problem

arises. For example. the type of processing indicated for

enhancing Speech degraded by additive noise is difierent from

that suggested for enhancing speech degraded by echoes.

““5 paper addresses speech enhancement in three different

' This Paper was previously published as I pie—conference lecture paper for

lCASSP 86 held in Tokyo. Japan. in April 1986.
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broad contexts which were selected for their commori

occurrence in practice and for the existence of some major

research results. Section ll considers the problem of enhanc-

ing speech which has been degraded by additive noise. Even

though this problem has received considerable attention in

recent literature and is rich with sophisticated signal process-

ing. major unsolved problems offer considerable room for

further research. Section lll considers the problem of

enhancing speech degraded by reverberation or echoes. Sys-

tems that are successful in reducing room reverberation or

telephone network echoes have been developed and discussed

in this section. Section IV considers the problem of slowing

down or speeding up the apparent rate of Speech. Potential

applications exist in which even undegraded original speech

is enhanced by such processing. For example. people with

impaired hearing or who are learning a foreign language may

prefer the slowed-down speech to the original undegraded

speech. Section V concludes this paper with an attempt to

identify some of the potential future research topics on the

Speech enhancement problem.

11. Enhancement of Speech Degraded by Additive Noise

The problem of enhancing speech degraded by additive

noise received considerable attention in the literature in the

past ten years and a variety of systems have been proposed.

Such an interest in this problem was motivated partly by the

desire to improve the robustness of vocoders such as linear

prediction vocoders which degrade quickly in performance as

noise is added and partly by the impression that reduction of

additive noise in speech appeared to be a relatively simple

problem. In this section. we discuss some of the representa—

tive speech enhancement systems which attempt to reduce

the additive noise. We first discuss the case when the degra—

dation is due to additive random noise and then the case

when the degradation is speechlike noise.

Let 5 (n ).d (n ). and y (n ) denote speech. additive noise.

and degraded speech. respectively. so that

y(n)=:(n)+d(n) (1)

where d(n) is uncorrelated with s(n ). One approach to

restore 5(n) from y(n) is to exploit the long-term charac-

teristics of .r (n) and d (n ). Specifically. the average speech

spectrum decays with frequency at approximately 6

dB/octave and assuming that the power spectrum of the

background noise is known or can be estimated such as from

the silence intervals of the degraded speech, a time—invariant

Wiener filter may be used to estimate 5 (n ) from y (n. ). The

Wiener filter is the best linear filter in the sense that no other

linear filter leads to a smaller mean square error between

5 (n ) and 3(n ). the estimate of s (n ). under the assumption

that s (n ) and d (n) are samples of stationary random
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processes. I he freq uenc p I ~
. \ es on. .‘ . .V v ’ l \e I] ((1)). of [he no” Cfluh‘dl'

P,(w)
11(10):“. (

1’, (w)+1’d (to) 2)

in ‘[ruenqujitiogegl 1,310.0) and P, (to) represent the power spec—
med With 1h igna and the additive random noise uncorre-
qune efiective signal respectively. The Wiener filter can be
Signal a d e in applications in which the spectrum of th

n the background noise do not overlap significant];
or the background ‘ ‘. . n0ise is narrow- ‘
of Sinusoidal interferences. band SUCh as m the case

An
some ”3331;223:223;?rip§;°§.e““‘"§°’“3m is ‘° °"‘”°"
was proposed by Drucker [l] Baspeec I “9 SUCh system[es . sed on some
inlziiiglgsictkeli concluded that one primary causreerfcsrtrliilel
naise is the Zonqss .in speech degraded by wide-band random
which is par” :smn among the fricative and plosive sounds
the plosive so‘y‘dgm go the loss of pauses immediately before
sounds. the /s/ . y high-‘pass filtering one of the fricative
ploswe sounds Is)ound. and inserting short pauses before the
intelligibilit .Thrucker claims a significant improvement in
that the 1 y.. e system considered by Drucker assu

ocations of the plosive and fricative soundsrzg
accurately known. which“on for degraded s h. may not be a reasonable assump—

Another class of speech enhancem
. . c . enl .fifuggtghghathn is principally the short-tirfiissgz‘cirzll‘gilions

gibmty and r t an phase that is important for speech int :18-
Spmh is fl quality. in this class of systems. the de ed1-

rst Windowed. the short-time spectral magilituiei:
of speech is estimated fmm the wind
and then enhanced speech is obtair‘iegeggy‘IjEdir-cim.

- transforming the estimated. ‘ short-time t '
riggigfirugéhdtge phase of the windowesgecclelgiladrxgslpteuie

i erent methods to esti c I
S . mate th - ‘
spectit'lalhari\1,ag:;teude of speech from the windoweedSlgefl tdme
capeec11y In e it developed both theoretically and h gra ed

. one method referred to as I'power spectruieiimsi:su
traction". the short-time ‘lsw(u)|2is estimated by spectral magnitude of speech

lg} ll2= ‘ 2—_ (u I)“ (an El lDwiwllzlfor ll'wiai)lz>EllD (oil’iw

0 otherwise (3)

In equation (3) IS ( 2. ,. w)l is an '”I. estimate of 2
“lacing! hand.lD...(w)l are the Fourier transf |S.,.(!»)|..

t e Windowed noisy speech and the winggm magni-
t] e noise. espec . y

‘
V I llVe] . and E I '1) (w)' denoles the averw l

89 Din. (w) I . A Speech ellhallcefllellt system based 0
a I

n ageneralization of equation (3) is show '. n ,in F‘fig:;ezeilfothi¢:l result after subtraction of [51.581225151 in thefigure equgk ;s set to zero. When the constant "a" ils less"um sum . .. the system corresponds to the pow n the
evaluated gactligii method. The system in Figure"! SpeC~When the yi dusing nonsense sentences as test mat wasa =2. 1. 1,2 le/g;a $1.10!! is wide—band random noise erfmligibimy is,n0t .. e results of the test show that the int (ifimeui ibim improved at the S/N ratios at wh‘ h e ‘, belwegn 20 y sdco7res of unprocessed nonsense sentences»c thea =1 or 1/2 :2 d0 percent. T-lowever. processed speechrm"8efly. at relax/“1n distinctly less noisy" and of 'hi her With
With “=1 1 e y high S/N ratios. The system 'gF’ qual—

was also evaluated [3] m igure I. . when h ' '
age to :elicopter n0ise. The results based :egrgoauon is

yme est indicate that at the S/N ratio at whilch Irgnostice intel-
ligibility score of unprocessed speech material is abo 8ut 4
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Figure l. Generalization of Power Spectrum Subtr
tion Method for Speech Enhancement ac-

percent. the system does no '_ _ t improve intelli 'b"
iiir’irperosves tqulality. .Other methods of estimating1 tlililetys'ho‘i-uE
evaluap: :aginrgizgrSiSEde of speech have not been carefullly

. Jective test. but a ' '
performance to that of the system in FiglE-eeall to have Similar

Athe ob:::3:;::pr;am to speech enhancement is to exploit
periodic S ifi tnat waveforms of voiced sounds are

manifests “23f ca y. the periodicity of a time waveform

the fundament lmflhe frequency domain as harmonics with

the time wavefa requency Corresponding to the period 0f
shown a se menqrn} as shown in Figure 2. in Figure 2(a) is
2(b) is shoEm th 0 a periodic time waveform. and in Figure
dent in Figure 2(ebiissomated magnitude spectrum. As is evi-

trated in bands f f the energy of a periodic signal is concen-
in general have 0 requenCies. Since the interfering signals

the extent that energy over the entire frequency bands. to
quency is avail abclcurate information of the fundamental fre-
reduce noise wane. a comb filter as shown in Figure 2(c) can
which is based or e preservmg the signal. An adaptive filter

tially accounts Ifdretfitmgcfitnetlhintg concept and WhiCh par—a _ _ . a voiced s ech is' n]

[:frmffl'hmiztela); periodic has been developed bprazier. eot a1):
evaluated in [gsolrithrn With a small improvement was

when the d using nonsense sentences as test material
egradation is due to wide-band random noise.

Figure 2. (a) A Periodic Time Waveform

(b) Spectral Magnitude of the Waveform in (a)

(C) Frequency Response of an Ideal Comb Filter
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The pitch information used in the processing was obtained

from the noise—free speech. The results of the test show that

even with accurate pitch information. the adaptive filtering

technique tends to decrease the intelligibility at various S/N

ratios. Despite the decrease in intelligibility. speech pro-

cessed by an adaptive filter sounds "less noisy" due to the

capability of the system to increase the S/N ratio.

Another approach to speech enhancement attempts to‘

exploit the underlying'model for speech production. In this

approach. speech is typically modelled by the response of a

linear system. representing the vocal tract. driven by an

excitation function which is a periodic pulse train for voiced

sounds and wide-band random noise for unvoiced sounds. as

is illustrated in Figure 3. Since the vocal tract changes its

shape as a function of time. the digital filter in Figure 3 that

represents the vocal tract is in general time-varying. How-

ever. over a short interval of time. the digital filter may be

approximated-as a linear time—invariant system. In a speech

enhancement technique that exploits the underlying model of

speech. the parameters of the Speech model are first estimated

and then speech is generated by a synthesis system based on

the same underlying speech model or by designing a filter

with the estimated model parameters and then filtering the

noisy speech. Several different speech enhancement systems

have been developed by using this approach with the vocal

tract modelled by an all-pole or pole-zero system and with

the speech model parameters estimated by the maximum

likelihood method that accounts for the presence of noise.

The performance of these systems has not been evaluated by

a subjective test. informal listening. however. indicates that

the quality of speech is improved while the improvement in

speech intelligibility is not clear.

The speech enhancement systems discussed above are

applicable to the case when there is one degraded input.

When more than one input is available for processing.

further enhancement may be possible. For example. each of

the individual inputs may be processed separately using the

Speech enhancement systems discussed above and then

appropriately combined. In addition to processing different

inputs separately. Signal processing algorithms have been

deVeloped in which the correlation of noise in several inputs

is exploited and dramatic improvement is possible in some

limited applications. One such algorithm is the adaptive

noise cancelling algorithm discussed in [6]. Specifically. con-

sider an environment in which the primary input has the sig-

nal 3(a) and noise d(n) uncorrelated with 5(a) and the

reference input has noise r (n) uncorrelated with s (n) but

correlated in some unknown way with noise d(n ). The

adaptive noise canceller adaptively filters the reference input

'(n) to estimate d (n) and this estimate is subtracted from

the Primary input to form the signal estimate. The adaptive

noise-cancelling concept is illustrated in Figure 4. The adap- -

tive noise-cancelling filter which is typically a upped—delay
\

PITCE l’ERIOD DiGiYAL FILTE' COEFFICIENYS

r- -- ~ J...L..L-i.wi
1' AMPULSE lL-JU ~'mam
L. .. -‘ ' ‘

7."; vaaViNG _... 22.3535
, oIGIflL riLTER

Vin
_,?__ {sir-l]

IAND‘OTM‘ " AMDLiTJOE .-

NOISE
L. ...._.

x111111,.JI".

Figure 3. A Speech Production Model
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line (or finite impulse response) filter adapts the filter »

coefficients by minimizing the power in E (n ). It can be

shown that minimizing the power of r (n) in fact minimizes

the mean square error between 5(n) and 3(n) and algo-

rithms [6] have been developed to estimate the filter

coefficients. The adaptive noise-cancelling algorithm has been

applied to a simulated environment in which a person spoke

into a microphone in a room where strong acoustic interfer-

ence was present. The signal at this microphone formed the

primary input. A second microphone was placed in the room

away from the speaker and close to the source of the acoustic

interference and the signal in the second microphone formed

the reference input. The S/N ratio improvement achieved in

this experiment using the adaptive noise-cancelling technique

is quite dramatic. The noise canceller has been demonstrated

[6] to reduce the output power of the interference. which

otherwise makes the speech unintelligible. by more than 20

dB, rendering the interference in the primary input barely

perceptible. Despite such a dramatic improvement in perfor-

mance and the system’s capability to adapt itself to changing

noise statistics and movements of microphones, the adaptive

noise-cancelling technique is limited in practice since the

reference input typically contains the signal 5 (n) as well as

the noise. in which case the noise canceller will attempt to

’ cancel the signal as well as the degrading noise. Various

attempts to improve the performance of adaptive noise—

cancelling techniques are currently in progress. Some

researchers attempt to develop new algorithms for adaptive

noise cancellation. Some researchers attempt to identify

environments where existing noise-cancelling techniques may »

be used with minor modification. The results of these

current research efforts are expected to be available in the

open literature in the near future.

in the above, we have discussed speech enhancement

systems applicable to the case when the degradation is due to

additive random noise. The problem of enhancing speech

degraded by speechlike noise such as in the presence of com-

peting speakers is in general considerably more difficult than

the additive noise degradation case for various reasons. The

speechlike noise has the long-time spectral characteristics

similar to those of the Speech and consequently systems such

as the Wiener filter which exploit the difierences in the

long-time spectral characteristics of speech and the back—

ground noise are not effective. in addition. the speechlike

noise varies rapidly in its characteristics as a function of

time and estimating the characteristics of the degrading noise

is quite difficult. Since speech enhancement systems which

attempt to estimate the short-time spectral magnitude of

speech of an underlying speech model generally require a

good estimate of the characteristics of the degrading noise,

they can not be used effectively to combat the speechlike

noise.

BACKGROUND
NOISE ,
din)

SIGNAL l
sin) v». ‘1“ m")

REFERENCE A
INPUT F” ""1112
do) ADAPTIVE ' V
°—-—-"';L_ riuca J‘———"

E[v(nl sihl] ‘ °

Elvin) oik)]¢0

Figure 4. An Adaptive Noise Cancelling Algorithm
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. One approach which has
snpfeclirfically the interference frte: ade‘c/gir‘igzijinlgo Scot}?!t
been 3:39;: eigpllpit the periodicity of voiced speech as: he:
is Windoweze an: Parsons [7]. in this system. voiced speech

obtained. In the :h:i§i1t_iliieised:;:: Short—time SPeCU’um is
.. . rum. the r' “

imieeiinbgts itself as local spectral peaks 8521;031:315:
due to a come tmain speaker and some others of which are
in th eagle mfg speaker. Parsons developed a technique
resolution sho t o. the local spectral peaks in the high-
main speaker r :ime spectrum is distinguished between the
elated based :1? t1the competing speaker. Then speech is gen-
peaks of the ma. e spectral content that corresponds to the
tem is locatio in speaker. Since the essence of Parsons‘ sys—
from the hi hit- and selection of speech harmonics of a speaker
be approxg reslolution spectrum of degraded speech it can

implementatirtii‘iteoif aypeiihc’gdinlfrm21‘ frequency éomain
ada ‘ . . ‘ ion extracto
sonstgz: 33%;: eFramer. hven though the systenri 23(11)::filter by Frazier h vabigzted by a subjective test. the adaptive
nonsense semenc as n evaluated by Perlmutter [8] usin
due to a compmersga:p::sl:epiat1e;ieal when the degradation i:

With accurate pitch information. tfizszd?pii‘felcfiifegi: tee‘cfinn. . . . .nilqeuienpeefigiabsesil-lthe fintelligibility at the S/N ratios at which
i y 0 un robetween 20 and 70 percefit, cessed nonsense sentences ranges

The adaptive noise '_ -cancelling s stem
xhephthe degradation is due to a com5peting $12,113:? Xe used

g at a reference input contains only the speech 311::-. e
competing speaker it is expec peec. . . l '
can be Significantly reduced. Cd that the competing s h

111. Enhancement of Speech Degraded by Echoes

In this section we discuss some. . of t ‘
2:22;“ Owhich attempt to enhance speeic‘lei $53223“:
Rimes}, Sli'le approach which has been applied to re y
by Oppenh‘gir: SS? based on the homomorphic system nine:vea Signal comb. hafer. and Stockham [9]. In this ap ro Ihyfirst transf ined by a convolution of two compon]: tac'.
live and wormed-so that the two components becomends IS
ponem frog? :hlinear filter is applied to separate one: d]-denme a Si n 1 e other: Specifically. let :(n) and h?“—degraded bg a and a train of pulses. Then y (n) ' n)

y echoes. can be represented by I the Signal

y (n )=5 (n )‘h (n)
I I

where 8 represents the convolution
when y(n ) is a sum of s (n ) and its
expressed as

(4)
operation. For example.
delay. then y(n ) can be

y (n )=s (n )+ars (n —n.,)=s (n )t(8(n )+a-8(n —n 0)) (5)
where 8(n) is a unit sam. . ple sequence. 8 —
both Sides of equation (4). applying the 1y 2.
tion. and then inverse z- 0821"
expressed as

transforming
. thmic opera-

transforming. equation (4) can be

y‘(n )=s(n )+I? (n)B . . ‘ (6)
fynlSnzizry‘ 13111:"? y (n ). this approach attempts to rec:(n ).suc11 as s ic h: (n) is recovered. For a typical slow,sum as When pix) and fora rather restricted class of 1188“]1 ~ n is a minimum phase signal w' h n)equa spacmg between the two consecutive puls; a large. a goodestimate of :(n) has been demonstrated. For exampl f \-e. 0speech artificially degraded by equation (5) with «1‘05 d— . an
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no corresponding to 50 msec a *' '.. si nifica t '
has been demonstrated. Even tghoughn tleii:0212322319“

is
theoretically interestin ' '. its “ ‘ ‘ '
rather restricted class ofgprobleilnpsghcablmy is limited to a
develjntligcaippia-pfchf to suppress echoes in speech has been
. .‘ y or the purpose of su ~ '
:20;n 1distance telephone communicationSI.)ruilibsirgagsgchi:es
1 1 h 0 speech degradation due to echoes in lon d' na 18
e ep one communications is given [10] by - g lSlance

y (n )=5, (n )th (rt )+s (n) (7)
where 3(n) is the speech signal to be re .‘ cov r
:;$::::slhe speech of another speaker, h (n ) reepreei'enstdsgii:
time and tponse of the echo path. which may be varying in
In this a m: :t canceller has access to sd (n) and y(ri)

mm 6;". fagpl? Sceifypii‘: "Elms???” is “ppm“:‘ . e ter ' n an
:z‘eifgicceieptt: (it)! (n ) are constantly updated by atgeriirpetiitiyfi
intervals 5 (n )or between y (n ) and 54 (n )8h '(n ) during the
then obtained :ppears to be absent. The enhanced speech is
succés‘ of th‘ y subtracting rd (n )th '(n ) from y(n ). The.

~develdped is gsslgorithm for the specific purpose it was
who cane n Vi enced by the fact that a single chip VLSl

e er that implements the algorithm has been fabri-
cated [10]. The ch'35,000 “Vices. ip measures 313 by 356 mils and contains

When 'degraded spa-:52“? is) degraded by room reverberation. the
with h (n) re y n . can again be expressed by equation (4)

. tunately hompresenting the room impulse response. Unfor-

applied £0 th' morphic Processing discussed above cannot be

h(n) does n: pgplblem. smce the room impulse response

homomorphic orig to.the restricted class for which

different a r PTCe-‘Awng' is applicable. Among various
approach “13:13? es consrdered to solve this problem. one

notion that the al‘l’ear's to be quite successful exlpoits the

characteristics zoom Impulse response h (n) has different
tions and W en the Signal is picked up at different loca-

requires Signals from two microphones. More
specifically. let h ‘denoted by t e Signal at the second microphone be

z(n )=s (n )tg (n) (8)
B re 'y presenting h (n) and g (n) in terms of earlier arrivals
h (n) and g (n) an I‘ V I1 and
f d I . (ll ) ( I), a‘e arr] als hl( ) g] ' y

y (n )=.r (n )8h, (n )+s (n )*h, (n) (9)
z (n )=: (n )tg, (n )+: (n fig, (71) (10)

B ex 10' ' ‘ 'y p iting the empirical observation that there is a strong
correlat’
correlatiiiiiI 23:69:: :((n )5?” (n) and 5 ('1 )‘ge (n ). but little

“Him that reduces :(nn h,(n) and 3 (n )'81(" )- an 8180'

' )‘h (n) and ( )a -
biness n a ' 3 n g,(n ). but com

has beef: (fez/1;]? )dalfiili (n )‘g' (n ) in an appropriate manner

has been evaluapteed b ' The Performance of this algorithm

hearing and hea . y.Bl°°,m [12] for people with normal

classroom envimnrmg lmpa'rmem in a very reverberanl

cate that intelli brief“.- Preliminary results of the test indi—

to the Processedgl ‘ 11y Is not improved. Empirical listening

Speech clearly demonstrates. however. that
"l? echoes due to l V ()1) ha 6 bee.i i Cv aSSI'OOm re erberau V

W. Time Scale Modification of Speech

In the ‘ ‘that accountprefiéious two sections. we discussed algorithms

r a spec1fic type of speech degradation-
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namely additive noise and reverberation. In the present sec-

tion we discuss a specific class of signal processing algorithms

. that can potentially enhance speech in various contexts by

changing the time scale of speech. slowing down or speeding

up its apparent rate. Examples in which speech is enhanced

by changing its time Scale include slowing it down to learn a

foreign language or to communicate with a person who has a

hearing impairment. and speeding it up to read written

material to the blind. Even though the original speech is not

degraded in these examples. speech is enhanced. in the sense

that the listener would prefer the processed speech. by

changing its time scale.

Probably the simplest method of changing the time

scale of speech is to record speech at one speed and then play

it back at a different speed. Since this has the efiect of scal-

ing all the frequencies. the method is useful in practice only

for a very small change in the time scale of speech. When

this method is used to produce only a 10% time-scale change.

the pitch change is easily perceived and speaker identification

can be impaired. A time-scale change greater than 35%

results in rapid deterioration of Speech intelligibility.

Another simple approach is to cut speech tapes into seg—

ments. repeat or discard the segments periodically. and then

rejoin the segments later. It has been reported that such

methods preserve [13] both intelligibility of speech at a

time-scale change of 100% or more. Retention of such high

speech intelligibility is due primarily to the fact that Speech

has a high degree of redundancy. and the retained speech seg-

ments preserve the short—time speech spectrum to a certain

extent. An ingeneous electromechanical method to periodi-

cally discard speech segments has been developed by Fair-

banks. et al [13]. and has been used in practice for some time.

As a result. the method of periodically discarding speech seg-

ments for time compression is often referred to as the 'Fair-

banks method". Using the current digital technology. the

Fairbanks method can be implemented in a very straight- .

forward manner.

Even though the Fairbanks method preserves the intel-

ligibility of speech at high rates of time-scale modification,

the quality of speech suffers noticeably. Since speech seg-

ments are periodically discarded Without any consideration

of ”‘6 Speech waveform. the resulting speech often has

discontinuities at the segment boundaries and speech is spec-

"any distorted. To reduce boundary discontinuity and

sl’ectral distortion problems. Scott and Gerber [14] developed

a .mflhod in which speech segments are discarded or repeated

Pltch'sYnchronously. In this method. pitch information is

flTSl obtained from the speech waveform and an integer

“,“mbel' of pitch periods are repeated or discarded. The

lCh'si’nchronous method noticeably improves both the

quality and the intelligibility of the processed Speech over

the Fairbanks method. Various commercial systems

CUrren'tly available are variations of the pitch—synchronous

method.

A different approach to the time-scale modification

problem is to first filter speech by a bank of bandpass filters.

modify the time scale of the output of each filter. and then

combine the resulting outputs. This approach has several

‘mPOI‘lant advantages over those discussed above. For exam-

ple. any distortions caused by processing in one band of fre-

quencies has little effect on other frequency bands. and thus

the short-time spectral components important for the intelli-

gibilily or quality of speech can be better controlled. In

addition. any periodic signal can be decomposed into a series

0f complex exponentials. and the output of each channel can

be made to contain at most one exponential by prOperly

Choosing the bandwidths and center frequencies of the bank

Of filters. Since the time-scale modification is simpler for an

Se 14.5.5

exponential with one frequency than for a general speech

waveform. this can be exploited in the approach. Malah [15]

presents a method in which the speech is decomp05ed into

complex exponentials. and then only the frequency of each

exponential is modified by the same ratio in each channel

without affecting the amplitude and time duration of the

exponential. This is accomplished by a simple time-domain

algorithm. When the modified exponentials are combined.

the resulting Speech has the same duration as the original

speech but all the frequency components have been linearly

scaled. The linear frequency scaling can be corrected by

changing the playback speed. which results in compression or

expansion of the speech time scale. This method is computa-

tionally simple and appears to have good performance.

Another approach to time scale modification of speech is

to consider the problem in the short-time Fourier transform

(STFT) domain. The STFT is a time-frequency representa-

tion of a signal. and its magnitude is often referred to as

'digital spectrogram'. Spectrograms display many features

of speech such as fundamental frequency and formant fre-

quencies as a function of time. which are known to be very

important for speech perception. In one method [16]. the

STFI' of speech is modified and speech is synthesized from

the modified transform. This method is related to the

method by Malah. since with proper interpretation. the STFT

is equivalent to the output of a bank of bandpass filters. In

this method. both the magnitude and phase of the STFT are

modified. For the application to time-scale modification of

speech. the required modification for the STFT magnitude is

very straight-forward. The required modification for the

S'l‘l-‘I‘ phase is quite involved and careful attention has to be

paid to the modification of the STl-‘T phase to achieve good

performance.
. .

To avoid the difficulty associated with the modification

of the STl-T phase. another method was developed. ln this

method [17]. only the STFT magnitude is modified and

speech is synthesized directly from the modified STl-T mag-

nitude. The modification of the ST” magnitude changes the

time scale without afiecting the local spectral characteristics

and will tend to preserve the quality and intelligibility of

speech. An example that illustrates this method is shown in

Figure 5. Figure 5(a) shows the spectrogram (STFT magni—

tude) of a speech signal. Figure 5(b) shows the modified

spectrogram obtained by compressing the time scale of the

spectrogram in Figure 5(a) by a factor of 2 without changing

the frequency scale. Figure 5(c) shows the spectrogram of

the speech signal estimated from the modified spectrogram in

Figure 5(b). This method. although considerably more

expensive computationally than others. appears to have the

best performance among existing algorithms. Simulation

results of this method demonstrate that high-quality rate-

changed speech which retains the natural quality and

speakervdependent features. with few artifacts such as

glitches. burbles. and reverberation. can be generated for

compression ratios as high as 2.511 and expansion ratios as

high as 4:1. In addition. the method is robust to speech

degradation by additive noise in the sense that the noise in

processed speech is not perceived to increase in intensity and

the noise characteristics are not perceived as different. The

method has also been applied successfully to time-scale

modification of the singing voice and music signals.

In addition to potential applications to the speech

enhancement problem. time—scale modification of speech has

a number of other applications. For example. many speech

recognition systems require normalization of speech sound

duration without affecting the short—time spectral charac-

teristics of speech. Other examples include speech duration

change for broadcasting and movies. The algorithm dis-
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Figure 5. (a) Spectrogram (STFI‘ Magnitude) of 'Line up at
the screen door.'I

(b) Modified Spectrogram for Time-Scale
compression by a factor of 2

(c) Spectrogram of speech estimated from
the Modified Spectrogram in (b)

cussed in this section are also applicable to these and other
examples.

V. Areas for Future Research

In the above three sections. we have discussed some
representative speech enhancement algorithms. Even though
these discussions are not exhaustive. they illustrate the gen-
eral approaches that have been considered and indicate some
directions for future research. In this section. we discuss a
few topics for future research related to the speech
enhancement problem.

The objective of speech enhancement is generally an
improvement in some aspects of human perception such as
improvement in speech intelligibility or quality. Since the
human perceptual domain is not well understood. a careful
system evaluation requires a subjective test. which can be
tedious and time consuming. This is one of the reasons why
many speech enhancement systems have not been carefully
evaluated. Further understanding of the human perceptual

domain and development of simple procedures to evaluate
the performance of a speech processing system will be useful
not only for speech enhancement. but for speech processing
in general.

\‘arious speech enhancement systems discussed in Sec-
tions II and Ill appear to improve speech quality. but not
speech intelligibility. lntelligibility improvement when the
degradation is due to wide—band random noise or speech-like
noise. in my opinion. requires a fresh new approach to the
speech enhancement problem. One such approach is to
exploit more information about speech. Even though some
algorithms such as power spectrum subtraction method and
comb filtering attempt to exploit some characteristics of
speech. there is considerably more knowledge about speech
signals that may potentially be incorporated in speech
enhancement systems. Cooperation of researchers with sig-
nal processing background and researchers with speech back-
ground would be important l'or such an efiort.

In the area of time scale modification of speech. the per-
formance of existing algorithms may be further improved by
exploiting the notion that when a human speaks at a slower
rate. not all segments of speech are articulated uniformly
more slowly. For example. unvoiced sounds. which are short
in duration in human articulation. appear to be affected less
than voiced sounds. which are relatively long. Even though
existing algorithms are capable of changing the time scale of
speech at different rates for different speech segments. the
question of what rates should be applied to each speech seg-
ment to achieve a certain overall rate of time scale
modification is not well understood.

In this paper. we have attempted to provide an over-
view of the variety of techniques that have been pI'OpOSEd
for speech enhancement. A more detailed and complete
treatment of signal processing algorithms for speech enhance-
ment can be found in [18. 19].
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